Intrinsic disorder is believed to contribute to the ability of some proteins to interact with multiple partners which is important for protein functional promiscuity and regulation of the cross-talk between pathways. To better understand the mechanisms of molecular recognition through disordered regions, here, we systematically investigate the coupling between disorder and binding within domain families in a structure interaction network and in terminal and inter-domain linker regions. We showed that the canonical domain-domain interaction model should take into account contributions of N-and C-termini and inter-domain linkers, which may form all or part of the binding interfaces. For the majority of proteins, binding interfaces on domain and terminal regions were predicted to be less disordered than non-interface regions. Analysis of all domain families revealed several exceptions, such as kinases, DNA/RNA binding proteins, certain enzymes, and regulatory proteins, which are candidates for disorder-to-order transitions that can occur upon binding. Domain interfaces that bind single or multiple partners do not exhibit significant difference in disorder content if normalized by the number of interactions. In general, protein families with more diverse interactions exhibit less average disorder over all members of the family. Our results shed light on recent controversies regarding the relationship between disorder and binding of multiple partners at common interfaces. In particular, they support the hypothesis that protein domains with many interacting partners should have a pleiotropic effect on functional pathways and consequently might be more constrained in evolution.
Introduction
Recent computational and experimental studies have revealed that many protein regions lack well-defined structure. These so-called intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) have certain properties and functions that distinguish them from proteins with well-defined structures, namely they have specific amino acid composition, propensity for post-translational modifications, and promiscuous binding of different partners. Disorder might be also crucial for providing reduced constraints for alternative splicing and efficient regulation via rapid degradation. [1] [2] [3] It has been suggested that intrinsic disorder contributes to the ability of some proteins to interact with multiple partners which can be important for protein functional promiscuity, regulation of the cross-talk between pathways, and evolution of new functions. 4, 5 Both theoretical and experimental studies have suggested that intrinsically disordered proteins are plastic and can adopt different structures upon binding to different partners. [6] [7] [8] [9] Interactions with multiple partners can be accompanied by disorder-to-order transition or folding upon binding [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] although disorder may also play an important functional role in protein complexes, especially in homooligomers. [15] [16] [17] In addition, binding through unfolded or partially unfolded intermediates can provide a kinetic advantage through the ''fly-casting'' mechanism. 18 The binding mechanism, whether binding occurs between folded or unfolded chains, depends on the structural characteristics, interface properties, and degree of minimal frustration of monomers. 19, 20 Indeed, it has been shown that physicochemical characteristics of interfaces formed by IDPs are on average different from those formed by structured proteins. Namely, they form much larger interfaces with a large number of contacts per residue, exhibit prominent preference for hydrophobic residues and are localized linearly on the primary sequence. 17, 19, 21 A few examples have experimentally demonstrated the coupling between folding and binding, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] 22, 23 and other examples were compiled from the analysis of protein complexes in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). 16, 21, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] Different algorithms have been proposed to predict disordered binding motifs prone to disorder-to-order transition from the protein sequence. 26, [29] [30] [31] The important role of disorder in protein-protein interactions is manifested in the high frequency of disordered proteins in protein-protein interaction networks. Studies of the relationship between disorder content and the degree of a protein in interaction networks showed that some hub proteins are fully or partially disordered, and some structured hub proteins interact with disordered proteins. [32] [33] [34] Although hub proteins with at least ten interactions seem to be more enriched with disorder compared to proteins with a single interaction, 35 National Center for Biotechnology Information, National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health the correlation between the disorder of a protein and the number of its partners has been reported to be rather weak. 36 In addition, it has been shown that disorder may promote the assembly of large complexes, 15 independently of the hubbiness of the protein. 37 To gather clearer evidence regarding the relationship between disorder and binding of multiple partners at the same or different interfaces, several studies inspected disorder at binding interfaces. It has been suggested that all hubs might be subdivided into two categories that reflect their different binding and evolutionary properties. Based on co-expression or structural data, one might distinguish ''party'' 38 (or ''multi-interface'') 39 hubs, which correspond to more evolutionarily conserved proteins binding many protein partners simultaneously, from ''date'' (or ''singlish'') hubs, which correspond to less-conserved proteins forming mutually exclusive, transient interactions. It has been shown that date or singlish hubs might have a higher fraction of disorder than non-hub proteins 40, 41 while multi-interface hubs have approximately the same disorder content as other proteins. 42 To understand the principles of molecular recognition through disordered regions, we performed a rigorous analysis of protein disorder with respect to protein binding and promiscuous binding (or multibinding). The most straightforward way to study these effects would be to invoke the structural interaction networks that provide the data on interaction interfaces and, in particular, interfaces that bind multiple partners (multibinding interfaces). Such an approach using structural networks has been undertaken recently for full chain proteins 41 from PDB and the subset of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae proteins confirmed using domain interaction data and binding interfaces inferred from iPfam. 42 Our approach is, instead, to explore the full range of observed disorder at the family level, by compiling all binding interfaces of proteins in each family from experimentally-determined structures of protein complexes. Systematically characterizing disorder across domain families helps to avoid the bias caused by overrepresented families in protein-protein interaction networks and the large number of interactions between homologous proteins.
Here, we integrate analysis of disorder and binding for protein domains, inter-domain linkers, and terminal regions. Such integrative analysis is crucial since previously observed correlations between disorder and hubbiness can be explained by the presence of disordered inter-domain linkers (or terminal regions) in multidomain proteins, examples of which were discussed in a previous review. 33 Moreover, the number of interactions and hubbiness depends on the number and characteristics of domains in multidomain proteins and it is not clear how disorder is coupled with binding at the level of individual domains. It has been emphasized previously how important it is to analyze distinct binding modes (not only the number of binding partners) which can give clues about the relationship between network topology and genomic features. 39 A large fraction of such binding modes is the result of crystal packing and rigorous filtering should be applied, especially to define multibinding interfaces. Furthermore, different methods of disorder prediction might produce quite different results which may lead to noise, bias, and controversy in understanding the coupling of disorder and binding.
Taking all these into consideration, in this study we applied three independent disorder prediction techniques and ensured biological relevance of interactions with the ultimate goal of trying to reveal mechanisms of molecular recognition through disordered regions. We explore the relationship between disorder and binding using atomic details of protein interactions. In particular, we study interfaces that are reused for binding to different partners, mapping observed binding interfaces to a domain-domain interaction network. Analyzing disorder at the domain family level allows us to measure the relationship between disorder and diversity of interactions for various protein families and identify all domain families with significantly more or less disorder on binding interfaces. We also investigate disorder in terminal and inter-domain linker regions to provide a complete picture of the role of disorder in protein binding.
Results

Propensity for disorder as a function of number of interactions
We define an interaction to be between two domain families with a distinct conserved binding mode in order to measure the variety of interactions rather than the number of interaction partners. Domain-domain interactions were gathered from PDB for families from the Conserved Domain Database, 43 as described in Experimental. Disorder was predicted from sequence using the Disopred2, 44 FoldUnfold, 45 and VSL2 46, 47 algorithms which identified 6%, 11%, and 18%, respectively, of residues in domain footprints as disordered (Table 1) . Fraction disorder for each family is the average of disorder over all proteins in the family. Fig. 1 illustrates how fraction disorder on the footprint and binding interface regions depends on the number of domain-domain interactions. As can be seen from this figure, there is a tendency for protein domain families with more interactions to exhibit less disorder on average (with a slight increase in disorder for families with more than 8 interactions). This correlation is rather weak but statistically significant for two disorder prediction methods, Disopred2 and VSL2 (p-value o 0.001), while FoldUnfold does not report significant decrease with the number of interactions.
Although there is a tendency towards less disorder as the number of interactions grows, we observe diversity of fraction disorder among different members of domain families. For example, 24% of families predicted by Disopred2 and FoldUnfold and 10% of families predicted by VSL2 exhibit quite large variation in disorder content (where the ratio between mean value and standard deviation of fraction disorder within the family is greater than one). Large variation in disorder might indicate that disorder is not conserved and is non-functional in these cases. Another possibility is that different family members might have specific interaction partners which employ various disordered regions (either structured interfaces for binding disordered proteins or disordered interfaces binding structured proteins). This scenario has been observed in several cases outlined previously. 42, 48 Indeed, we observe a correlation between diversity in disorder content within the domain family and the number of interactions.
We also observe that promiscuous domain families (we analyzed 108 non-redundant domain families corresponding to 215 domains from this study), defined from the independent study 49 based purely on domain architecture analysis, have slightly less disorder on all domain regions compared to the overall dataset, but this difference is significant only for the footprint region for disorder predicted with Disopred2 (p-value o 0.03) ( Table 1 ). Our finding is consistent with the previous observation that promiscuous domains recombine with many other domains in evolution (by definition), suggesting a large number of interaction partners.
Signaling proteins were previously found to have significantly greater disorder than proteins with other functions 50 and the kinase family, in particular, was enriched among single-interface hub proteins. 42 We identified 49 potential signaling families in our dataset as the families where a domain is annotated with the ''signal transducer activity'' function or the ''signal transduction'' biological process according to the curated Gene Ontology Annotation. 51 We find that the number of interaction partners does not differ significantly between signaling and non-signaling domains yet the fraction disorder in signaling domains is significantly higher than in non-signaling domains according to the Disopred2 and VSL2 algorithms (Table 1) . This is consistent with the previous study of the role of disorder in domain-domain interaction networks of S. cerevisiae, where the authors showed that multibinding domains (''singlish'' according to their terminology) enriched with signaling and kinase functions have a higher fraction of Disopred2 predicted disorder. 39, 42 It has been shown that a much larger fraction of eukaryotic proteins contain long disordered regions compared to bacterial and archaeal proteins. 44 Indeed, we observe that families containing only eukaryotic proteins (416 families) have 1.6-2.5 times as much disorder on domain footprint and interface regions compared to families that contain only prokaryotic proteins (543 families) according to the VSL2 and Disopred2 methods. (FoldUnfold reported a slight increase in disorder in prokaryotic families.) Our data set is well-balanced between eukaryotes and prokaryotes with 46% of domains from eukaryotic proteins, 43% from bacteria, and 6% from archaea, and the number of domain-domain interactions is distributed similarly for eukaryote-only families and prokaryote-only families (though statistically distinct according to the t-test). These suggest that the taxonomic source of the proteins in our data set does not overly influence our overall findings regarding the relationship between interaction and disorder.
Analysis of disorder in connection to domain binding
To study the coupling between disorder and binding, we analyzed the preference of disordered regions to be located on binding interfaces. We would like to reiterate that disorder on interface refers to the sequence-based prediction of disorder implying that the interface region would probably be disordered in unbound state, but does not exclude the possibility that the interface might undergo disorder-to-order transition upon binding. We found that for the majority of domain families the binding interface region is predicted to contain less disorder than the footprint (Table 1 ; Fig. 1 ), and the mean values of fraction disorder for the footprint and interface regions are statistically significantly different from each other (t-test p-value o 0.0001). Restricting this analysis to domains with at least 5 or 10 disordered residues in the footprint produced the same result.
Mapping the disordered regions on the common reference frame allowed us to analyze the tendency of disordered regions to be located on multibinding interfaces for each individual domain family. Multibinding interface is defined as those positions that participate in interactions with at least two different non-redundant domain families (see Methods). Table 2 lists the 23 families with statistically significant bias (p-value o 0.05 using the binomial test) toward/against disorder on different regions observed using all three disorder prediction methods. As can be seen from this table, the first thirteen families have a significant bias towards disorder on interface and multibinding interface regions. These families include kinases, DNA/RNA binding proteins, enzymes, and regulatory proteins. The second ten families comprise mostly enzymes with disorder located on regions other than interfaces, which points to the possible role of this disorder in allosteric regulation, post-translational modifications or substrate selectivity, rather than direct involvement in the binding of other protein partners. A more comprehensive list of families with statistically significant bias towards/against disorder on different regions is illustrated in Fig. S1 and listed in Table S1 of the ESI.w
We also subdivided all multibinding domain families with more than two different interacting partners into two categories: 130 domains with multibinding interface greater than 50% of full interface to represent families that reuse the same interface for different partners, and 156 domains with multibinding interface less than 10% of full interface to represent families with little or no overlap in their interfaces with different binding partners. We call these groups ''mb50'' and ''mb10'' respectively. These definitions were chosen to provide a sizable data set, comprising 9.5% and 11.4% of all families, respectively, with a buffer to reduce false positives. It should be mentioned that our definition of multibinding interface (with more than 50% overlap) is different from the singlish interface used in the previous studies. 39, 42 The latter was defined using mutually exclusive interfaces with overlap between interfaces of different partners of at least one residue. We explicitly make sure that the same interface region can bind different domain partners and therefore use a conservative threshold of 50% overlap.
Although there is a certain tendency for multibinding interfaces to contain less disorder, we believe this is the result of the dependence of fraction disorder on the number of interactions as was shown in Fig. 1 (mb50 group has many more interactions compared to the mb10 group with average 2.2 interactions for families in the mb10 group compared to 9.3 interactions for the mb50 group). Overall we conclude that there is no significant difference between these two groups of domains and the whole dataset if normalized by the number of interactions (Table 3) . Further, we found that families tend to interact with other families of similar fraction of multibinding interface, and this holds true if we exclude homodimer domain-domain interactions. On average, the partners of families in the mb50 group have multibinding interface that is 47% of the full interface, compared to 15% for families in the mb10 group. This result is consistent with the previous study obtained on the full protein yeast interaction network which hypothesized that interaction between singlish interfaces is caused by the cascading property of these interactions and their involvement in signaling pathways. 42 
Analysis of disorder on chain terminal regions and domain linkers
To understand the effect of disorder outside domain footprints, in inter-domain linker regions and terminal protein regions, we considered the interactions between full protein chains, that is, chains containing domains from our previous domain dataset. Disorder in regards to binding at interdomain and terminal regions has not been explicitly addressed in the previous studies. Conserved Domain Database (CDD) domain footprints were used to partition each chain into domain, inter-domain (linker), and N-and C-terminal regions. Redundant sequences were clustered as described in the previous section, and all calculated values of region sizes and disorder counts were averaged over each group of nonredundant sequences. Altogether we gathered interactions for 35 812 chains from 4615 non-redundant clusters. Table 4 and Fig. 2 and 3 show how often terminal and domain linker regions contribute to the formation of the interfaces and whether these interfaces are disordered. Values presented in this table were averaged over all non-redundant chains. First, one can see that N-and C-terminal regions are often located on interfaces. The interface occupies 19-23% of these regions (and conversely, these regions on average occupy B12% of the interface). Terminal regions participate in protein interactions more often than inter-domain linkers. Statistical analysis shows that in 10% of chain non-redundant groups, terminal and inter-domain linkers have a higher propensity to form interfaces than domain footprints (p-value o 0.05 from the binomial test) while 30% of chain non-redundant groups have interfaces preferentially located on domain footprints. For the remaining cases (60%), there is no significant tendency for the interface to be located exclusively on different regions and terminal, inter-domain linkers, and domain footprints may partially form an interface. Further, we observe that the fraction of predicted disorder on interfaces is significantly higher for terminal and interdomain regions compared to the domain footprints. Indeed, it is well known that terminal regions are more flexible and more disordered than core domain regions. Similarly to domain regions reported earlier, we also show that interfaces formed by terminal regions are predicted to be less disordered compared to the terminal regions which do not form the interface (t-test and exact Fisher test p-values { 0.0001; this holds true for Disopred2 and VSL2 methods but not for FoldUnfold). The interface within inter-domain linkers is predicted to be as disordered as non-interface regions.
Discussion
The relationship between disorder and binding is not very well understood. Disorder-to-order transition might be important for uncoupling binding affinity from specificity, to provide kinetic advantages through fly-casting mechanisms, 18 and might contribute to interactions with multiple partners. In the present study we used atomic details of structure interaction networks based on protein complexes to analyze this coupling at the level of protein domains, terminal regions, and inter-domain linkers. It should be noted that the PDB is biased toward stable obligatory complexes and our findings may not capture all properties of more transient protein interactions. First, we found that binding interfaces on domain, N-and C-terminal regions are predicted to be less disordered than noninterface regions (this observation does not hold for interdomain linkers). Moreover, we found that average fraction disorder of a domain family diminishes with the number of interactions of its members. Indeed, protein domains or regions which interact with many other partners in general should have a pleiotropic effect on functional pathways and as a consequence should be constrained in evolution according to the classic Fisher's hypothesis. 52 Indeed, it has been shown previously that proteins and protein regions involved in interactions are more evolutionary conserved (see ref. 53 and references within). Our observation is also congruent with the recent studies by Kim et al. which showed that binding interfaces are less disordered compared to the rest of the proteins from the yeast structural interaction network. 42 It should be mentioned that the significant amount of disorder on the full chain proteins used in the later study (including highly disordered terminal and interdomain linker regions) could account for the difference in predicted disorder between the interface and the rest of the protein. Our analysis of binding interfaces on domain footprints stratifies this result even further.
Disorder-to-order transition on binding interfaces may be expected if the interface is predicted to be disordered and therefore might be disordered in the unbound state (the interface is ordered by definition in complexes since it is defined from residue contacts). Thus our results might imply that in many of PDB proteins, disorder-to-order transition upon binding is not directly seen on interfaces. In our previous study focusing on experimentally determined disorder in proteins in bound and unbound states, we found that disorder-to-order transition occurred directly on binding interfaces in only 40% of cases. 16 However, we should mention that in the present work we analyze partially disordered proteins, not completely disordered proteins, and such disorder-to-order transitions which are seen, for example, in MoRFs 24 might not be seen in our study or in previous studies based on structural interaction networks.
There is no question that disorder plays an important role in binding of proteins with certain functions and we do observe significant bias of disorder on interfaces and putative disorderto-order transition for kinases, DNA/RNA binding, certain enzymes and regulatory proteins. At the same time, disorder can contribute to binding indirectly through allosteric regulation and post-translational modifications. Moreover, it has been shown that disorder flanking structured binding motifs suppresses their toxic aggregation and allows certain flexibility necessary for reversible binding with high selectivity. 54 According to another hypothesis, the ordered hubs might interact with disordered partners in a cascade fashion. 33, 42 We did not find any significant difference in disorder on domain interfaces that bind single partners (putative obligatory interactions) and domain interfaces that bind multiple partners (putative transient interactions). This is consistent with previous studies that did not report any significant difference between these two types of hubs in terms of disorder. 36, 41 On the other hand, singlish or date hubs were found to be more disordered by other studies. 40, 42 This controversy between several recent analyses might be attributed to many factors including different definitions of multi-binding interfaces and hubs, diverse experimental datasets, and inclusion of different homologs of binding proteins in the analysis. Importantly, singlish or date hubs correspond to the full protein chains which in general are more disordered than domain footprints. There are other scenarios which might explain the mechanism of promiscuous binding. According to the ''conformational selection hypothesis'', for example, proteins exist in an ensemble of conformations in dynamic equilibrium and certain conformations become energetically more favorable upon binding different partners. [55] [56] [57] According to another, ''dehydron hypothesis'', interaction complexity or promiscuous binding might be explained by the presence of deficiently packed backbone hydrogen bonds or dehydrons. 58 Finally, we found that N-and C-termini as well as interdomain linkers considerably contribute to the interactions by exclusively or partially forming the binding interfaces. The common practice of inferring protein-protein interactions from domain-domain interactions excludes interfaces formed by termini and linker regions. In addition, we showed that despite their high disorder content, the terminal interface regions are predicted to be less disordered than the rest of the terminal regions. Interestingly, this is not the case for interdomain linkers which might point to their higher propensity to undergo disorder-to-order transition upon binding.
Conclusions
Our results show that analyses of disorder and protein binding should take into account all regions of the protein, as binding interfaces or disordered regions may be present on domain and extra-domain regions. While different disorder prediction methods suggest varying extent and placement of disordered residues, they agree that in general binding interfaces are more ordered and that the overall amount of disorder on a protein family diminishes with the number of interactions of its members, as may be expected as interacting proteins and protein regions are constrained in evolution. Perhaps surprisingly, reuse of a binding interface for multiple interactions across a family is not a significant indicator of disorder. A sizable but minority fraction of families have large variation in disorder content suggesting non-conserved disorder or specific interactions that utilize specific disordered regions. The diverse role of disorder in binding is further illustrated by the kinases, DNA/RNA binding, certain enzymes and regulatory proteins that exhibit putative disorder-to-order transition, in contrast to some families of enzymes with disorder outside binding interfaces pointing to the possible role of disorder in allosteric regulation and post-translational modifications.
Experimental Assembling the dataset of physical domain interactions
In the first part of our study, we tried to decipher the role of disorder on interfaces and multibinding interfaces. In order to do this, we collected a dataset of physical protein interactions and mapped them onto a common reference frame. Physical domain-domain interactions were collected from X-ray structures in PDB with at least 3 Å resolution. Domains were assigned to protein chains from PDB using the CDD and the RPS-BLAST algorithm 59 with default parameters (E-value r 0.01). Among overlapping domain assignments, the domain having the longest footprint was chosen. A footprint region extends from the first to the last residue in the alignment of a CDD domain to a given sequence. Each domain family can interact with multiple domains and each domain pair can interact through multiple modes (distinct spatial orientations). To handle redundancy of similarly defined protein domains, we record interactions between superfamilies, which represent clusters of CDD families based on overlap in sequence space. 60 Interacting domain pairs within each complex were identified as having 5 contacts between residues in one domain and residues in the other. A contact takes place when a nonhydrogen atom in one residue is within 6 Å of a non-hydrogen atom in the other residue. The binding interface for each domain includes all residues that make inter-domain contacts. To ensure that interactions are biological and not spurious, such as from crystal packing, we removed interactions that were not confirmed with additional instances of the same family pair interacting in the same orientation, so-called Conserved Binding Modes (CBMs). 61 These CBMs are defined using structural alignments between different structural instances of the same pair of interacting domain families to confirm overlap of at least 50% of interface residue positions. All unique ''interactions'' described in this paper refer to interacting domains with a distinct CBM. Additionally, inter-chain interactions were confirmed to be biological using the PISA algorithm 62 which is based on calculation of stability of multimeric states inferred from the crystalline state.
To characterize disorder on multibinding regions for each domain family, interfaces from each family were mapped on a common reference frame following the procedure described previously. 5 A template or representative structure was chosen for each domain family. Other members of the family, their interfaces, and predicted disordered regions were mapped to the template using VAST 63 structural alignments. The resulting dataset contains 60 296 interactions of 57 055 domains from 1364 domain families. Those interface positions of a given domain family that participated in interactions with at least two different domain families or binding modes comprise the so-called multibinding interface.
Identifying disordered regions
Disordered regions were predicted for full chain sequences using the Disopred2, 44 FoldUnfold, 45 and VSL2 46, 47 algorithms. VSL2, the top-performing method for disorder prediction at CASP7, 64 combines specialized predictors to balance accuracy on long and short disordered regions using features from sequence profiles and secondary structures. Disopred2, another of the best-scoring methods at CASP7, employs a support vector machine classifier to identify disordered regions from sequence profiles. FoldUnfold is a very rapid method that assigns disorder directly from sequence based on low packing density, using pre-determined average packing density values for each amino acid. The default prediction thresholds were used for all of the above-mentioned programs. Because VSL2 only accepts standard amino acids as input, we deleted masked residues (X's) from sequences for prediction with VSL2. Short stretches of masked residues (1-2 residues) located within a disordered region were assigned as disordered, and the remaining were considered to be ordered. Mapping the disordered regions on the common reference frame (template representative structure) allowed us to analyze the tendency of disordered regions to be located on multibinding interfaces for each individual domain family. Residues on the template representative structures were labeled as disordered if disordered residues from at least two nonredundant sequences were mapped to the template position. Redundant sequences were defined as having more than 90% sequence identity and less than 90% difference in sequence lengths and were clustered using the CD-HIT program. 65 
Assembling the dataset of physical chain-chain interactions
In the second part of our study, we tried to understand the effect of disorder outside domain footprints, in inter-domain linker regions and terminal protein regions. Therefore we considered interactions between full protein chains. For all protein chains from the previous section, that is, the chains containing a domain mapped to its family representative, their biological interactions with other chains in the respective complexes were identified, and interfaces, disordered regions, and CDD domains were mapped following the procedures described previously. Domain footprints (for all domains on those proteins, not all of which are included in the domain interaction dataset) were used to partition each chain into domain, inter-domain (linker), and N-and C-terminal regions. Redundant sequences were clustered as described in the previous section, and region sizes and disorder counts were averaged over each group of non-redundant sequences. We gathered interactions for 35 812 chains in 4615 non-redundant chain clusters.
